01 / Set Up Your Camera

1. Attach the included adhesive to the back of the metal plate properly.

2. Wipe off the dust from the surface, stick the metal plate with the adhesive to the clean wall, and press it down for 15 seconds to ensure the plate is firmly attached. Then attach the camera to the plate.

Note: After setup, you can press the Privacy/Reset button once to turn off Privacy Mode and the camera lens will appear.

If the camera lens is hidden, do not manually push the lens cap up to prevent scratches.

Note: This is applicable with tile, glass, marble, metal, stainless steel, and hard wall surfaces.

3M Adhesive

Note: The adhesive is for one-time use. Avoid re-using the adhesive to ensure its adhesion.

02 / Install Your Camera

Option 1: Set on a table or shelf

1. Place the camera on your desired table or shelf.

2. Adjust the stand angle to the notch position in the base for more stability.

Before You Start

Position your camera’s adjustable stand for setup.

Note: After setup, you can press the Privacy/Reset button once to turn off Privacy Mode and the camera lens will appear.

If the camera lens is hidden, do not manually push the lens cap up to prevent scratches.

DOWNLOAD APP

Get the Tapo app from the App Store or Google Play.

POWER UP

Plug in your camera and wait until the LED blinks red and blue.

SET UP

Tap the button in the app and select your model. Follow the app instructions to complete setup.

Option 2: Mount to metallic surfaces

The camera has a magnet in its base, allowing magnetic attachment to metallic surfaces.

Option 3: Stick to a clean wall

1. Attach the included adhesive to the back of the metal plate properly.

2. Wipe off the dust from the surface, stick the metal plate with the adhesive to the clean wall, and press it down for 15 seconds to ensure the plate is firmly attached. Then attach the camera to the plate.

Note: This is applicable with tile, glass, marble, metal, stainless steel, and hard wall surfaces.
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Appearance
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1 Microphone
2 Lens
3 System LED
4 IR LEDs
5 Lens Cap
6 Speaker
7 DC Power Connector

microSD Card Slot
Insert a microSD card (not included) and initialize it on the Tapo app for local recording.

Adjust View

• Tilt and rotate the camera and stand for your desired viewing angle.
• Press once: Turn off Privacy Mode after setup.
• Press for 5s: Reset Wi-Fi settings only.
• Press for 10s: Reset to factory default settings.

System LED Indications

Solid red
Starting up, video recording or live streaming

Blinking red and blue
Ready for setup

Blinking blue quickly
Connecting to Wi-Fi

Blinking red slowly
Connected to Wi-Fi

Solid blue
Connected to the cloud

Blinking red quickly
Camera updating or camera resetting

microSD Card Slot

When Privacy Mode is on, the lens cap shuts to block the camera lens. Do not manually push the lens cap up to prevent scratches.

• Keep the device away from water, fire, humidity or hot environments.
• Do not use damaged charger or USB cable to charge the device.
• Do not use any other chargers than those recommended.
• Do not use the device where wireless devices are not allowed.
• Adapter shall be installed near the equipment and shall be easily accessible.
• Use only power supplies which are provided by manufacturer and in the original packing of this product. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
• For indoor use only.
• Do not disassemble, repair or modify the product.
• Do not use the product if the casing has been broken. Danger of electric shock.
• Never touch the product with wet hands.
• Do not expose to heavy rain or any type of moisture.
• Do not place near automatically controlled devices such as fire alarms. Radio waves emitted from this product may cause such devices to malfunction resulting in an accident.
• Observe restrictions on using wireless products in fuel depots, chemical plants or when blasting operations are in progress.
• Do not store liquid products such as TV, video cassettes, personal computers, etc. in the camera. If these products leak, it may cause electric shock or fire.
• Never touch the product with wet hands.
• Do not use the product if it is exposed to any external force.
• Do not use the product if it is exposed to any external force. Never touch the product with wet hands.
• Do not use the product if it is exposed to any external force.
• This product may be used with other end-user products such as TV, video cassettes, personal computers, etc. in the camera. If these products leak, it may cause electric shock or fire.
• Observe restrictions on using wireless products in fuel depots, chemical plants or when blasting operations are in progress.

Quick Start Guide

AI Home Security Wi-Fi Camera

Quick Start Guide

1. Insert a microSD card (not included) and initialize it on the Tapo app for local recording.
2. Tilt and rotate the camera and stand for your desired viewing angle.
3. Press once: Turn off Privacy Mode after setup.
4. Press for 5s: Reset Wi-Fi settings only.
5. Press for 10s: Reset to factory default settings.

For technical support, user guides, FAQs, warranty and more, please visit www.tapo.com/support/